Barbershop  Zebra Puzzle
Five men are side by side at a barbershop getting new beard styles. Each one is using a cape, talking
about something with his barber and getting a new beard style. Which customer wants the goatee
beard?
Cape: black, blue, green, red, white

Talking: cars, economy, politics, religion, sports

Name: Dane, Lee, Martin, Simon, Randy

Age: 30 years, 35 years, 40 years, 45 years, 50 years

Beard: anchor, chinstrap, goatee, mutton chops, van
dyke

Profession: accountant, musician, programmer,
salesman, teacher
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 Dane is at the fourth chair.

 Simon is next to the man using the Blue cape.

 The customer talking about Economy is exactly to the
left of the customer talking about Cars.

 The Teacher is exactly to the right of the 35 years old
customer.

 The Musician is next to the man using the Black cape.

 The customer that wants the Van dyke beard is
exactly to the left of the 45 years old man.

 Randy is next to Dane.
 The oldest man is exactly to the right of the man
talking about Economy.
 The Salesman is either at the first or at the last chair.
 The customer who wants the Chinstrap beard is
exactly to the left of Dane.
 The man using the Blue cape is somewhere between
the man talking about Economy and Dane, in that
order.
 The Accountant is at one of the ends.
 At the fifth chair is the customer talking about
Religion.
 The man using the Red cape is talking about Religion.

 Martin is somewhere between the man that wants the
Van dyke beard and the man talking about Politics, in
that order.
 The youngest costumer is next to the man talking
about Sports.
 Simon is at one of the ends.
 The man using the White cape is next to the
Accountant.
 At the fifth chair is the customer that wants the
Anchor beard.
 The man who wants the Mutton chops is somewhere
between the man that wants the Chinstrap and the
man that will get the Anchor beard, in that order.

 The Teacher is exactly to the right of the Salesman.
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